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Protect Your Staff and Patients
Uniformed guards, cameras and locked doors can’t fully 
protect the open-environment approach of today’s 
hospitals and remote clinics, along with its increasingly 
mobile workforce. With the increasing prevalence 
of active assailant and workplace violence incidents, 
hospitals need a reliable, immediate way for staff to share 
threats, supporting the “See Something… Say Something” 
programs. 

Everbridge Safety Connection, provides an instant way 
for staff to call for help, leading to an improved response 
time and de-escalation of a situation. One of the 
platform’s many features includes a mobile panic button 
with two-way communication.

The platform also provides your security team with 
situational awareness, location-detection capabilities, and 
communication abilities to ensure your people are always 
safe and your hospital is secure.

Incident zone around 
a critical event.

Use the app for check-
ins, SOS, and more. 

KEY BENEFITS

+  Mobile Panic Button allows staff to  
 request assistance in times of need.
+  Enable ‘See Something…Say Something’  
 programs through two-way communication.
+  Instantly notify staff and first responders  
 of a potential incident.
+  Automatically warn people entering an  
 area with active events.
+  Improve response time and  
 de-escalate incidents.
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ABOUT EVERBRIDGE 
Everbridge, Inc. (NASDAQ: EVBG) is the global leader in critical event management and enterprise safety software applications that automate and accelerate 
an organization’s operational response to critical events in order to keep people safe and businesses running. Everbridge is based in Boston and Los Angeles 
with additional offices in Lansing, San Francisco, Beijing, Kolkata, London, Oslo, Singapore, and Stockholm.
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THE EVERBRIDGE ADVANTAGE

Let’s Chat
Do you have questions? Would you like to know more about 
Critical Event Management? Get in touch or just call us at  
+1-818-230-9700 to learn more.

Dynamic Locations
Staff members last known and expected locations  
are displayed on an incident map by continuously cross-
checking data from access control systems, HR systems 
and smartphones, among other sources.

Incident Zones
Virtual geographic boundaries are drawn around a critical 
event or danger zone using GPS data. Notifications and 
alerts are automatically triggered when a device with the 
Everbridge mobile app approaches the incident zone.

Threat Intelligence
More than 100 out-of-the-box integrations with leading 
threat intelligence providers -including NC4, WDT, and 
Twitter – provide unparalleled situational awareness. 
Custom or preferred data feeds can be easily added to 
ensure you have the information most relevant to you.

See Something, Say Something
With Safety Connection, there’s no limit to the number 
of messages or recipients, enabling every staff member 
to send internal notifications for fast communication that 
can de-escalate incidents and improve response during 
disruptions.

Mobile Panic Button
Automatically notifies first responders, providing the 
geo-coded location of a staff member while transmitting 
live audio and streaming video of the surrounding 
area. Locations are tracked only when permission is 
expressively given, ensuring end-user control and full 
privacy.

Safe Corridor
Safe Corridor tracks recent locations, leaving a trail  
to the last site visited.  If a staff member fails to  
check-in, an SOS alert will instantly be triggered, sending 
an emergency request to your team or  
first responders.

Whether working at a satellite clinic or area of the 
hospital with less foot traffic, visiting a patient at home, 
or even walking to the parking garage after completing 
a midnight shift change, Everbridge Safety Connection 
keeps staff informed and safeguards their well-being.


